Dashboard Reports
NUpath Website: http://www.northeastern.edu/core/
Click “Dashboard” on Home page (center of screen)
Dashboard: http://www.northeastern.edu/rasala/nucore/dashboard.html
Go to “Reports”

Instructions

The Key to using this tool is in the formatting of the information that you put into the box above:



Course Prefix, space, Course Number
One per line

The beauty of this, is that the program ignores anything after the course number on that line.

UPDATE: AND the program ignores any irrelevant text lines! This makes the copy and
paste described below even easier!

Thus:
CHEM 2210
And
CHEM 2210 this is the best course in the world according to Garp
Give you the same answer – with no errors.
Thus, you can type in a list of course prefix and number, or copy and paste from and list that starts with
course prefix and number.
This makes copy and paste from a curriculum sheet or from the 2014-2015 Catalog very easy!! All you
have to look out for, is any lines from the copy and paste that do not start with the course prefix – and
just delete them.

UPDATE: you do not even have to delete those lines!
Thus:
CHEM 2200
along with the lab
CHEM 2201
Is the same as:
CHEM 2200
CHEM 2201
Below are two examples that I ran through using the 2014-2015 Catalog.

BA in Political Science and Economics (Page 436 of 2014-2015 Catalog)
Copy from catalog:

And…

And then paste and delete lines like “Required Economics courses”….

And then hit “Generate Report”

Note identifies each course and its attributes

Note gives summary of attributes met by
requirements

Psychology (page 390 of 2014-2015 Catalog)
Psychology has only one requirement in the 2014-2015 catalog below. BUT NOTE: that the 2015-2016
catalog also requires a math class and therefore FQ is also met.

But Psychology also requires “3 of the following courses in one of the following clusters”

I picked “Health and Wellness”……
(I just started Yoga, so this is on my mind…)

Copy and Paste and Get rid of extra lines…..

Remember that only three of the courses
other than PSYC 1101 are required, but this
gives an easy way to assess likely attributes.

NOTE: Please remember that any curriculum changes for the 2015-2016 catalog are NOT in the 20142015 catalog and will need to entered manually into the tool or copied from another source. It is the
responsibility of the program to communicate their program changes.
PLEASE keep in mind and remind the students: NUpath criteria can be me throughout the curricula that
they are pursuing – majors, minors, concentrations – not just courses their freshman year.

The more restricted majors (such as in COE and DMSB) have been more proactive in stating the NUpath
criteria met by their required courses. But these, too, can be found through the tool.

